the NBA. How many other substitute players would think fondly of the person who did not play them during their college careers? Furthermore, how many basketball players who sit on the bench for their entire college career could still have a very productive 12-year professional career? Both of these points are a tribute to Coach Wooden and provide an interesting subplot to this book.
As a coach, it is important to keep your players motivated and learning. This book provides a lesson in motivational psychology that is applicable in the classroom, the basketball court, or the boardroom. How did Coach Wooden manage to motivate Nater without giving him any meaningful minutes? To begin, Wooden was very honest with Nater when he enrolled at UCLA, saying that he would play very little in actual games because he had a more talented player in the perennial all-star Bill Walton; however, the coach told Nater that if he worked hard in practice that he would be able to get a pro contract after graduating. Nater admits to feeling frustrated and discouraged at various times because he rarely played in a game. On page 3, Nater reveals how Coach Wooden kept him motivated: set challenging goals and expectations in practices; know the abilities of each individual on your roster; care about each athlete as a person; adapt your feedback based on the personality of each athlete; treat everyone with fairness and respect. All of these points are deftly expanded upon in chapter 1.
Perhaps the chapter with the most practical teaching information for those interested in coaching psychology is chapter 6, "The laws of teaching and learning." It explains Coach Woodenʼs famous "whole-part method" of teaching. This involves grounding his players in the technical aspects of basketball as well as the tactical problem-solving elements necessary for sport success. Wooden always showed his athletes the entire concept before breaking it down into smaller, more learnable parts that involved an explanation, followed by demonstration, followed by repetition of the correct way to perform the skill. Technical learning cues were reiterated throughout his practices, such as "get your elbow in," "your feet should be wider than your shoulders," or "hands close to your body."
Although this book meets all of its objectives, and likely its intended audience, there is one area where I felt it could have been improved. Some of Gallimoreʼs research on Coach Wooden as well as information about learning and classroom teaching are woven into parts of chapter 6. I found the inclusion of this information helped elucidate the value and sometimes uniqueness of Coach Woodenʼs teaching methods. Furthermore, in chapter 7, I found it very interesting when the authors listed 11 common practices of good teaching (although a reference was not provided), with examples from John Wooden. Seeing how informative this was, I would have liked to see more research integrated into other parts of this book. I realize this is a diffi cult task, given this book was not intended for an academic audience. Still, introducing sound teaching strategies from successful classroom teachers or expert coaches into various parts of this book may have enhanced the readerʼs view of John Wooden as a master pedagogue.
In sum, after reading this book, it is not diffi cult to understand why both ESPN and Sports Illustrated named him the greatest coach of the 20 th century. Even more impressively, in 2003 he received the Medal of Freedom from the President of the United States, which is the nationʼs highest civilian award recognizing exceptional meritorious service. Obviously, these awards are a testament to both Wooden the exceptional coach/teacher and human being. This book brings to light his
